
The Intellectual Disability Inspired by Dalcroze Eurhythmics

Introduction

Music can touch and calm people, as well as lift depression. The reason is that

music has certain effects on the human body and in turn evokes positive physiological

changes. Music also appears in our everyday activities and commercial behaviors in

settings like cafes, shopping malls, televisions and movies. For the physically and

mentally challenged, the effects of music are of marked value. This article will

elaborate on the above significance.

Students of Chang Ching Foundation, like ordinary people commuting to work

and school, come to the school of the Foundation every morning to receive various

training including those in everyday activities, operation and social participation. The

head of the school Director Shu-shin Li is aware that intellectually disabled students

are more in need of nurturing through leisure activities which help them relieve stress

and carry away their emotional burdens. She has therefore, since very early on,

planned different leisure activities to enrich the students’ lives. With her support,
music activities have begun several years ago. The music teacher who guides the

training specializes (certified) in the teaching method of Dalcroze Eurhythmics and

trains the students with this method. It is hoped that the method can encourage the

students to change their behavior from passive music listening to active participation

in performance and rhythmic movement.

Music is a temporal art form in which all activities must be responded to and

carried out within a certain period of time. Such a temporal art form can cause

psychological and physiological changes in a person. The repeated rhythms and

melodies in music serve as the backbone in which there are repeated units. One way

of dividing these units is by 2, 3 or 4 units as one measurement unit. We call these

respectively double, triple and quadruple. Such repetition is most readily

understandable in musical rules because it forms temporal order. Such readily

understandable order can be found in rhythms.

The whole of man’s life stands in need of a right rhythm

─Plato─

Nature presents innumerable examples of rhythmic patterns to which we all

respond：day and night, the seasons, the ebb and flow of the tide, impelled by the

changes of the moon. The importance of sensorial reactions to these cosmic rhythms,

though largely unconscious, is indicated by the new responses and adjustments,



which any deviations evoke in us.

Man’s physical system is also subject to rhythmic laws: the heart beat, the

regular action of the respiratory and digestive systems. Our everyday activities, when

performed with efficiency, are rhythmic. And rhythm is a great source of pleasure, not

only as a basic element in the arts, but in our daily lives. (Findlay, Elsa, 1971)

All musical performances are accompanied by body movements. Singing

itself is a body movement. All the other instruments follow the movements of

fingers and wrists. Various body movements such as posture maintenance are also

essential in performances.

The essence of eurhythmics is the spontaneous and individual realization in

movement of what you hear in music. Eurhythmics can be the joy of actually “living”
the music as it is being heard. It can be an opportunity to realize in movement the

relationships of timing and energy in the music as they manifest themselves in space.

( Mead, Virginia, 1994)

For intellectually disabled students, it is indeed a very difficult challenge for

them to react with body movements to the precise beats. It is often the case that what

they are singing it does not match the beats of their clapping or stepping. They

nevertheless show that they really love music classes. Judging by the circumstances of

these students, we believe that Delcroze Eurhythmics should be a feasible method to

train their behavioral reactions through their body expressions. This enables us to

understand the students’ comprehensibility on one hand and expect that they can play
instruments with a real sense of rhythm after the training.

Emile Jaques-Dalcroze（1865-1950）, the great Swiss music educator, who first

realized that musical rhythm depended on motor consciousness for its fullest

expression. His researches led him to evolve a system of rhythmic movement

designed to develop mastery of musical rhythm. This system of rhythmic education

uses the body as the interpreter of musical rhythm and is known the world over as

“Dalcroze Eurhythmics.” Dalcroze identified movement and rhythm as the

fundamental sources of expressivity in music. He noted the connection between

hearing a musical rhythm and a corresponding instinctive motor response in the body.

What might be the results of strengthening this association of aural and physical

sensations? His goal was to teach the “wholly instinctive transformation of sound

movements into bodily movements.”(Emile Jaques-Dalcroze, 1923)



The study of eurhythmics is based on the following important objectives:

1. The use of the whole body.

2. The physical co-ordinations developed in the well-directed rhythm class give the

individual power to control his movements in related activities.

3. Habits of “listening” are developed by the individual in the process of identifying

what he hears with what he does.

4. Body, mind and emotion are integrated in rhythmic expression（Findlay, Elsa ,

1971）.

The purpose of this method is to evaluate how the Dalcroze Approach will help

the Intellectually Disabled to participate the musical activities. The data comes from

teachers' observation and records.

Method

Subject

The subjects are the 18 students from the Chang Ching Foundation, who had not had

any previous musical training other than school curriculum.

Theme and Content

Rhythm

When a child explores his surroundings of world, his sensory perceptions are

unconsciously developed. People are constantly developing his familiar but varied

experiences, though he is unaware of their rhythmic implications. So we use the

motor experience with strong rhythmic implications so that the transfer to musical

rhythm can be made effectively. For example: walking, running, skipping/galloping,

slow walk, and passing ball game.

1. Passing the ball

There are many possibilities for using balls to develop musical skills

and understandings. When we use a ball with music, we experience a relationship

in the timing and energy of the motion, and the amount of space in which the ball

travels. The most important concept of the relationship of time, space and energy

can be experienced with passing a ball on a steady beat. This first experience with

balls in a music class is played in a circle. That way, the class can see how the ball

will travel from one person to the next in a steady tempo. We usually call out or

play another quick-reaction signal which tells the pupils to pass the ball in the

opposite direction.



2. Start and stop

All pupils walk around the room in the same direction, they are learning to pay

attention and to move in a group.

3. Walking

Walking helps music. The pupils can feel the underlying and ongoing pulse and

also the concept of the quarter note ( ). This readies them for reading the music

symbol.

a. Have the pupils walk around the room while the teacher plays the drum

(piano).When the teacher plays a signal, the pupils turn and go the other way

(or backwards).

b. Step with the beat of the drum. Have the pupils lift their knees a little.

c. Walk on tip toes.

4. Running

Running is recorded as an eighth note ( ). Running and listening in a group

requires skill and control.

a. The teacher plays "walks" and "runs" alternately. The pupils must listen and

control their bodies. They are, subconsciously, beginning to feel  and .

b. Have the pupils run with the flowing music, when music stop, they have to

stand as still as a statue.

5. Step wait

Step wait is recorded as a half note ( ). Take a long step forward with one foot.
Wait on that foot while tapping the floor with the other foot behind. Continue,

evenly and slowly, with alternate feet stepping forward. The pupils are

subconsciously feeling "half notes"( ) when they have practiced and learned to
keep their balance in this game.

6. Skipping

Skipping is recorded as a dotted eighth note followed by a sixteenth note ( ).

Some of the pupils find it difficult to step skipping rhythm, so we have them step

galloping. It is easier than skipping: put one foot forward and keep that same foot

in front all through the galloping.



7. Meter

Metrical patterns in music are perceived through accent. If in a series of beats, an

accent is repeated every second, third, or fourth beat, we are conscious of a

metrical pattern. The preparation for skill and understanding of meter and measure

in music begins with timing in songs and movement games.

a. We can move in time with the music.

b. Have the pupils call the accented beat "one" they can count the other beats in

the grouping and identify the music as being measured in twos, threes, or

fours for example.

Interaction

Most of the intellectually disabled do not interact well with other people.  One

of the reasons is that they do not keep long attention span. Since playing in the

musical ensemble will require lots of attention in a limited time, we have designed

activities to help the students to concentrate and participate, such as:

1. Movement Canon (like canon in choir music):  The teacher (or leader) create a

movement, the students follow. While they're doing it, the teacher create new

movement, thus the student observe/remember the new movement at the same

moment while they do the old movement.  All the movements are repeated only 4

times in a regular tempo.

2. Follow the Leader:  The leader face the follower with his palm up, in the music of

four beats, the palm moves to four different positions, and the follower has to tap

the palm on each beat.

Procedure

1. With a familiar melody, the students who are going to play the singspiel will sing

the names of the notes (Those students have learnt the names of the notes, and

also are more able to tell the pitch), the others just follow and humm the melody.

2. The patterns of musical rhythm are created by the combination of duration and

accent in a complex fabric of repetition and contrast. We choose songs

with simple rhythm patterns for the band.

a. Teacher plays a rhythm pattern, the pupils clap with the pattern.

b. The pupils clap the strong beat, to find the grouping.

c. The pupils clap the fundamental beat.

d. The pupils move to the rhythm pattern.

e. The pupils play their own instrument with their own rhythm(The teacher has

the students play different rhythmic patterns according to their abilities, some

play the quarter notes, some......）



The method enables the cases to be performed independently and in turn play in

an ensemble with the band to the end of the performance on the basis of independent

performance. These stages share a common orientation and goal, that is, we hope that

the students can immerge themselves in the musical environment while showered in

music and change their behavior from passive acceptance of the training to active

musical participation.

In the study, a series of items to measure their ability, including Recognizes the

high bass, Rhythm change, person creativity, imitation etc. Receive the stimulus by

music, and responses in the correct response in oral, behavior or photos. Base on

regarding the sound, the rhythm response, the items as follows catalogs:

Table 1：Measure items

items ability stimulus symbols
movement

response
response with oral

response

with photos

○ walking ○

○ running ○

○ step wait ○

rhythm

temple

attention

recognizes

duration

○ skipping ○

high － ○ － －
High/low

attention

recognizes low － ○ － －

Leader/follower

attention

creativity

imitation

music cue － ○ － －

Canon

attention

imitation

memory

※ －
○

(Time limited)
－ －

Arm-beat

attention

recognizes

memory

beat － ○ － －

○：need movement response

－：no response items

※：limited in the study

The cases are tested to see if they have the ability to distinguish rhythms, beats

and notes. The subjects are intellectually disabled students. Since it is impossible to

guide them to participate in musical activities with the conventional method of



teaching staves, Dalcroze Eurhythmics is used instead. Itemized measurement results

in Table 1 are incorporated to see if the students have the cognitive ability in each

item and the extent of their correct responses is represented in percentage.

Result

Rhythm

In the measurement of notes and beats, the stimulus item is the beat played by

the teacher. The students are asked to correctly and orally express the stimulus item

they have received. It is discovered that some students have difficulty in responding

as restricted by their abilities. These students are asked to choose correct picture cards

as the stimulus item instead. Responses are influenced by different types of stimulus.

The students’ responses to the picture cards surpass their oral responses as shown in
Figure 1.

Interaction

The testing results indicate that individual students show unique responsive

abilities for different items. The interplay between musical activities and individuals’
inner cognitive abilities cause the differences in behavioral abilities in musical

activities. From the perspective of basic cognitive message processing, the input of

stimulus through musical activities has a trigger effect under the interplay between

individual inner and external stimulus. Best responses are seen in the sensory-motor

item. During the musical activities and testing observations (such as imitation and

creation), it is noted that the students’ cognitive abilities affect their responsive
performances.

figure1: response with rhythm
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Figure 2 shows that the students all perform well in distinguishing notes and

beats. However, in measured items that require imitating ability and creativity, these

abilities are restricted by cognitive ones.

Cases who respond well in the training process easily obtain a considerable

sense of accomplishment and acknowledgement in the musical activities. This

encourages the cases to involve themselves in the practice of such activities and

enhances their interpersonal interactions. They tend to invite their peers to the practice

room and practice with percussion instruments together. This helps establish a benign

competitive relationship. Peers tend to aim at percussion instruments and proactively

practice and participate. On the other hand, cases that have lower cognitive abilities

may find it difficult to comprehend and do not know how to respond. In most cases,

they respond with intuitive movements to the stimulus from music and are able to

freely experience the wonderful music in the activities. Compared to those with better

cognitive abilities, they don’t easily feel frustrated. Musical activities are one of the

best leisure activities for them.

In the measured items of leader/follower and Cannon, visual and aural

perceptions are the main media of reception. This increases the complexity of the

measurement because a sufficient input of cognitive resources that involve

concentration is required in order to obtain better correct responses. The analysis in

Figure 3 indicates that the group with minor disability has a higher rate of correct

responses in the item of concentration while the group with moderate or severe

figure2：correct percetage
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disability shows a lower rate. This result reveals that the degree of disability does

affect the subjects’ input of cognitive resources and results in the differentiation in the
rate of correct responses.

Now, the members of the Foundation’s band can play songs as a group after

learning and practice for an extensive time. They are able to play ensembles with

wood blocks, shakers, drums, tambourines, mallets and glockenspiels as arranged by

the teacher according to their abilities. The current accomplishments are the result of

involvement in practice and individual learning abilities that accumulate over time.

figure 3: correct percetages
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Discussion

Chang Ching Foundation has been engaged in nurturing through musical leisure

activities for over 17 years. At the onset in 1998, each student was responsible for

playing one sound. Now, the students are able to play a complete song together

without any assistance. Some can even independently play a complete song after

learning for an extensive time and continuous practice when they have organized and

formed their conception of sounds. Others are still unable to organize and complete a

performance on their own. This is a goal that the Foundation should work on. In such

extensive learning through musical activities, it is observed that the students are

willing to proactively get involved in the musical leisure activities. As a result, they

develop the idea of sharing invaluable experiences. There remains considerable room

for the improvement of living quality in the development of the Taiwanese society. It

is hoped that these students with intellectual disability can have their own world of



music through such activities.

The main feature of this teaching method is that no basic knowledge regarding

musical theories and musical literacy is required for the involvement in musical

activities. For intellectually disabled people with limited learning abilities, this is an

appropriate way. However, learners’ abilities should also be taken into account due to
the diversity of the method so that they are able to have fun while participating in

musical activities. It is noted in observations that learning to participate in musical

activities can trigger teamwork among the students. The study does not produce

concrete information to explain this. It is hoped that information in this regard can be

provided in the future.

Musical activities act on individuals by linking sensory-motor stimulus with

behavioral responses. This is the lowest level of cognitive activities. Such linkage and

individual cognitive activities both affect responses during the activities as well as

individual involvement and performance in such activities. Stimulus is received

through the aural sense and enters the stage of cognitive processing in which received

messages, i.e. beats and rhythms are comprehended. Then, the most appropriate

behavioral responses are made based on the degree of comprehension. The series of

musical activities have certain psychologically stimulating effects on individuals.

These effects motivate individuals to participate in the musical activities.

Through interactions in group training, music, together with the diversity of

movements, leads the students to participate in body and non-verbal social activities.

Differences resulting from the degree of disability were discovered in the study.

However, it is still possible to provide an appropriate and resourceful environment

within the range of the degree of disability in order to strengthen the students’
collection relationship for social interactions and allow them to proactively get

involved in the field of music and leisure. Engagement in the activities promotes their

interpersonal interactions and improves their social participation abilities. Eventually,

it is possible to enrich their leisure and community lives.
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